Towards Generating Spatial Referring Expressions in a Social Robot: Dynamic vs Non-Ambiguous
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Abstract—We present in this paper our work towards a new dynamic method of generating spatial referring expressions. While people are generally ambiguous in their description of locations, previous methods of artificial generation mostly considered non-ambiguous descriptions. However, to increase the naturalness of interaction and share workload in the communication, robots should be able to generate language in a more dynamic way. Our method initially produces ambiguous spatial referring expressions followed by dynamically generating repair statements. We built a classifier using data from 18 participants as they described locations to each other. We perform a preliminary analysis on this method using two further pilot studies.

Index Terms—Spatial Referring Expressions; Ambiguity; Dynamic; Classifier; Social Robotics; HRI

I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to generate Spatial Referring Expressions (SRE) is a key area to allow robots to communicate naturally with people within an environment. A typical assumption in robot development is that the best description is one that allows an object or location to be uniquely described [1]. This approach often has an issue of combinatorial explosion, which more recent algorithms attempt to resolve as efficiently [2].

Work on understanding a SRE realises that the description provided by a person is often ambiguous and steps need to be taken to disambiguate a description [3]. This process can be cumbersome for a robot, with a lot of dialogue required to narrow down a description. However much of the information can be disambiguated by the situational context [4].

Evaluation frameworks for generation algorithms are often based upon a single direction of communication [5]. However communicating the location of an object to someone else is often a two way communication [6]. Descriptions are often underspecified and a dynamic strategy of repair is used to correct these mistakes. This strategy allows for the sharing of cognitive load between a describer and a listener. In children this process can be highly dynamic with the child receiving the description making actions to prompt the child in the role of describer, or allow for a simpler description [7].

The use of a dynamic description given by a robot should be investigated for potential benefits. However, this area of research (ambiguous spatial referring) is not explored by the community. While the interactions between two people are often dynamic in a normal discussion, we want to explore if that would be beneficial in the case of interactions between a robot and a human.

II. METHODOLOGY

This paper presents three pilot studies taking place on an interactive tabletop (Fig 1) where an agent, the describer has to guide a second agent, the manipulator to move an object to a required location. The basis of the interaction was a 'city planning' game in which the manipulator has to move the picture of a building on a map to an empty location which can only be described with confusing, ambiguous or complex utterances (requiring between 1 and 4 descriptors to disambiguate their location e.g. "A residence is above a commercial district and to the right of a fire department"). Before starting the game, a tutorial screen was presented that showed each of the building types with names that they could be identified with, and information on the game was given to the participants. In each session two maps were displayed, each with 7 objects to be placed that were presented one at a time. Data (position of the target and of the moving object, completion time and video recording) was recorded on all interactions.

The first pilot study involved 18 human participants who interacted in groups of two and were asked to take the roles of manipulator and describer. The roles were swapped upon completion of the first map. The objective of this pilot was to gather data on the way the objects were moved and the strategies applied by the describer. To that extent, we used Underworlds [8] to represent the state of game and we sample
The first follow-up study had 8 participants. We saw on average one of these three types of utterance to a game situation (distance to target, change in distance to target, and change in angle from previous sample of motion). These points were divided in a training set (80%) and a testing set to train a classifier (a SVC with an RBF kernel) assigning a type of statement to a game situation. This classifier was then used to create a robot using ambiguous statements and repairs which was evaluated in the third pilot.

The second and third pilots were interactions between a human and an autonomous robot, where the robot took the role of the describer and had to guide the participants in the manipulation task. The second pilot (n=8) evaluated the control condition, the robot used a non-ambiguous strategy for the two maps, and in the last pilot (n=9), the conditions were alternated: the robot used our new classifier with the dynamic description on the first game board, while reverting to non-ambiguous description for the second.

### III. Preliminary Results

The classifier managed to achieve an 89% success rate with our testing data. While this success rate seems encouraging, the confusion matrix (Table I) reveals a 33% success rate classification of negation. This issue with negation is likely due to a lack of data compared to the other two classifications, only making up 7% of the overall data.

We found that it was not possible to get consistent timing on when and how often to provide feedback from the data we gathered on two people describing. We believe that this is due to the person in the role of describer trying to process an with which environment they were unfamiliar, and making their own mistakes without realising. For the subsequent pilot we decided to use a manually coded timing mechanism. Feedback was based on an average result from the classifier over a period of time. A higher weighting towards negation was added in an attempt to offset the current deficiencies of the classifier while more data was gathered. Future work may emphasise establishing natural timing and amount of feedback.

The first follow-up study had 8 participants. We saw on especially complex descriptions that it was necessary for people to hear at least one repetition of the description before being able to disambiguate the location.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Negate</th>
<th>Elaborate</th>
<th>Positive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negate</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaborate</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I**

Confusion matrix of the classifier made with the results of the first study.

In the final pilot the dynamic condition had mixed results over 9 participants. For some users, who moved objects confidently whether correct or not, the dynamic condition worked well, and they said the dynamic condition felt more natural. For those who were more hesitant, in both when they moved and how they moved, they often found the robot elaborating too much, and described it as overwhelming.

### IV. Discussion and Future Work

The issues we found in the dynamic description appeared to be caused by two problems in our current system. Firstly, that the robot would often elaborate when they were moving in the wrong direction rather than negating. This is caused by the issue in the classifier that we identified in the confusion matrix. We intend to take the data from the pilots to improve the classifier further. Secondly the robot’s elaboration was sometimes not enough to indicate that a selected target was incorrect. We need to focus on making sure that whatever feedback is given helps to disambiguate the current location from the correct location.

Upon correction of these issues we intend to run a full study. This study will compare a robot providing a dynamic description, to a robot that provides a non-ambiguous description.
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